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THE BIG IDEA
God gives me leaders I can 

follow.

THE BIBLE
Ruth: Ruth 1:1-18;

(Lamentations 3:22-33)

WEEK 4 

ELEMENTARY LESSON OUTLINE

LARGE GROUP TIME
	� MUSIC | Lead with Praise
	� ACTIVITY | Leader Lineup
	� ACTIVITY | Musical Chair-ades
	� QUESTION | Who Would You Follow?
	� SCRIPTURE | Ruth 1:1-18
	� THE BIG IDEA | God gives me leaders I can 
follow.
	� VIDEO | Take the Lead, Episode 4
	� ACTIVITY | Leaders Got Talent
	� REFLECTION | Influencer vs. Leader
	� SCRIPTURE | Lamentations 3:22-33
	� ACTIVITY | Shoebox Floats
	� ACTIVITY | Parade Party!
	� MEMORY VERSE | Cotton Candy Relay
	� PRAYER

SMALL GROUP TIME
	� DISCUSSION

  How was Ruth related to Naomi?
  Why did Naomi decide to return to her 

hometown?
  What did Ruth say when Naomi told her to 

go back to Moab?
  Read Lamentations 3:22-24. How does this 

verse remind you of Naomi’s actions? Of 
Ruth’s actions?

  Who are some of the people you trust the 
most when it comes to picking what to 
wear, eat, buy, watch, or listen to?

  How do you decide whose opinion matters 
most in your life?

  What are some things you do when you 
follow someone?

	� ACTIVITY | Leaders IRL (In Real Life)
	� MEMORY VERSE | Micah 6:8 (NIV)

THIS WEEK AT A GLANCE
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WEEK 4 

HACKS FOR PRETEENS

HOW TO HACK THIS SERIES FOR PRETEENS

In children’s ministry, you’ve got a wide range of ages you need to engage every week, but preteens tend 
to get overlooked, so here are a few adjustments you can make to this week in order to keep your preteens 
more engaged.

BY ASHLEY SIDER

REFLECTION | Influencer vs. Leader

Ask a preteen to help write down a list of influencers and leaders (and their qualities) so that the 
group can visually see the differences in front of them.

SCRIPTURE | Lamentations 3:22-33

Ask one of your older students to be some of the readers and help write the words on the board.

MEMORY VERSE | Cotton Candy Relay

Consider using a kid in place of the mic stand to wrap the tulle around for added humor!

ACTIVITY | Shoebox Floats

For an added challenge, give groups a word or theme to incorporate into their design.
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WEEK 4 

HACKS FOR KIDS WITH  

                    SPECIAL NEEDS

HOW TO HACK THIS SERIES FOR KIDS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

In children’s ministry, you’ve got a wide range of ages you need to engage every week, but kids with special 
needs tend to get overlooked, so here are a few adjustments you can make to this week in order to keep 
your kids with special needs more engaged.

BY EUGENIA LEE

ACTIVITY | Musical Chair-ades

What a fun game! Some kids may find it confusing with these typical games combined into one. 
If that is the case, just stick to one game. For example, kids with special needs can play the game 
following the rules of only musical chairs. The goal is to engage kids with special needs and help 
them develop a positive experience.

ACTIVITY | Parade Party!

This can potentially be sensory overload for some kids. Let kids that might react adversely to this 
environment know ahead of time. Offer them a headset, a hat, a blanket, or anything that might calm 
them. While allowing them to step outside (with supervision) is completely acceptable, seek out 
accommodations first before choosing to leave the room.
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THE BIG IDEA
God gives me leaders I can 

follow.

THE BIBLE
Ruth: Ruth 1:1-18;

(Lamentations 3:22-33)

WEEK 4 

ELEMENTARY LESSON GUIDE

LARGE GROUP TIME

WHAT? What are we talking about today?

MUSIC | Lead with Praise

  It’s our final week of, “Take the Lead!” Let’s all jump on this praise float and worship together!
  INSTRUCTIONS: This week, invite all the kids to the front with you and pretend you’re all on a 

parade float together. Then, lead the kids in a time of worship with songs such as:
  ”We Go Deep” by Grow Kids
  “I Will Follow” by Chris Tomlin (motions by Calvary Kids)

ACTIVITY | Leader Lineup

  No matter where you are on a parade route, you will get to see the entire parade because each 
act stays in line! Can you imagine what a mess it would be if everyone in the parade tried to race 
to the end of the parade?

  Let’s play a game that requires us to do the activity in a line, like we are in a parade.
  INSTRUCTIONS: This activity is like Pictionary, but each drawing is completed by the whole team 

instead of just one person until their team’s designated guesser correctly guesses the word. Set 
up two, large drawing spaces (flip chart paper works well). Separate your group into two teams. 
Let each team choose one guesser. Show the rest of the team their clue to draw. Team members 
go up one at a time to add one stroke each to the drawing until the guesser correctly identifies the 
drawing in the time allotted. You can use a word generator (like this one) for the clues.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDiDtp88oU0
https://youtu.be/d8Chv0QmRjk
https://amzn.to/3czzZBu
https://peachytools.com/pictionary-generator
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ACTIVITY | Musical Chair-ades

  INSTRUCTIONS: This is a hybrid of musical chairs and charades! Set up for musical chairs like 
usual. When the music plays, tell the kids to walk around the chairs while acting out a word you 
give them. When the music stops, everyone scrambles for a chair, and the kid without a chair is 
now the “musical chairperson.” The chairperson comes to the front and will come up with a word 
for the group to act out while walking for the next round. Keep playing until there is one winner!

 # SPECIAL NEEDS HACK: Some kids may find it confusing with these typical games 
combined into one. If that is the case, just stick to one game. For example, kids with 
special needs can play the game following the rules of only musical chairs.

  Wasn’t it cool how when you got “out” in the game, you actually got to lead the game?

QUESTION | Who Would You Follow?

  Think about some of the people – real or imaginary – you look up to. Maybe they are people 
you’ve read about, seen in a show or movie, or people you know in real life.

  Now, imagine you had to pick one of them to follow around and do what they do for the rest of 
your life. Who would you choose? Why?

SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us?

SCRIPTURE | Ruth 1:1-18

  INSTRUCTIONS: Show this video to introduce the kids to the Bible story in Ruth 1:1-18. Recruit 
a volunteer to play Ruth for this brief interview to further develop today’s Bible story. Consider 
playing an instrumental soundtrack in the background to add to the vibe.

  Our final grand marshal in “Take the Lead” is a woman named Ruth! She wasn’t one of the 
judges, but she lived during the time when the judges were in power. Let’s get to know her a 
little, shall we?

  Interviewer: Welcome to [Name of your kids ministry environment], Ruth. We are so glad  
   you can join us!
  Ruth: It’s a pleasure! Thanks for having me.
  Interviewer: Now, your story is almost like a fairytale! But I think we would all like to hear  
   your side of the story. (Looks at kids.) Am I right?
  Ruth: Well, I was born and raised in Moab. I met a nice man who had immigrated to my  
   country from Bethlehem. We got married, and things were great for about ten years. But  
   then, sadly. . . he passed away. As did his brother. So, then it was just my mother-in-law, my  
   sister-in-law, and me.
  Interviewer: I’m so sorry to hear that. That must have been really tough. So, how did you  
   end up in Bethlehem?
  Ruth: My mother-in-law, Naomi, wanted to go back to her hometown. I had grown to admire  
   her so much, especially being all by herself in a strange land. She felt like my own mother  
   to me, so I couldn’t bear the thought of her going back all alone. I wanted to take care of her.
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https://youtu.be/pyr3AyI7zVY
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  Interviewer: That was incredibly brave of you. And you barely even knew much about God  
   at the time, but you told Naomi that you would follow her and her God forever, is that right?
  Ruth: Yes. That would probably sound a bit extreme for most people, but I somehow knew  
   that I had to follow Naomi.
  Interviewer: And what a good thing that you did! Against all odds, you and Naomi did so  
   well! I hear you are remarried to a stand-up guy – Boaz, was it? – and you’re expecting a baby  
   soon, too? Congratulations!
  Ruth: Yes, thank you! We are thinking about naming him Obed! Doesn’t that sound like a  
   really important name?
  Interviewer: “Obed” it does! (Chuckles to self, but upon seeing no reaction from anyone  
   else, clears throat.) Well, that’s all the time we have today. Thank you for dropping by today,  
   Ruth. It has been a real treat!

THE BIG IDEA | God gives me leaders I can follow.

  INSTRUCTIONS: Like last week, string ten helium-filled balloons and weigh it down with a parade-
themed object. On a dry erase or chalk board, draw as many spaces as the letters in today’s Big 
Idea. Have the kids guess the letters, and if they choose a letter that is not in the Big Idea, cut one 
of the strings. See if they can guess the Big Idea before all the balloons float away! If you don’t 
have balloons, use the dry erase or chalk board to draw a person holding ten balloons. Erase a 
string each time they guess an incorrect letter.

  You saved the parade once again by figuring out today’s Big Idea: God gives me leaders I can follow.

VIDEO | Take the Lead, Episode 4

  INSTRUCTIONS: Play this week’s teaching video.

ACTIVITY | Leaders Got Talent

  Today, you are all judges in “Leaders Got Talent!” There are many leaders in this world, and you 
will get a chance to narrow it down to the Top Four by pressing your buzzer for a person you 
think is a true leader.

  Only leaders who get three or more votes will advance to the next round. Each team also gets 
one golden paddle which they can only use once. But whatever name you vote on with the 
golden paddle will automatically make it to the Top Four, so choose wisely!

  INSTRUCTIONS: Compile a list of about 20 pop culture icons, social media influencers, world 
leaders, and other influential figures your kids would know (a quick web search will help you build 
this list). Write the names on a large piece of paper, dry erase board, or chalkboard. Separate the 
kids into 4 teams, and give each team a buzzer (or something like it) and a golden paddle. Narrow 
down the list by eliminating names that don’t get majority vote until only four names remain.

  Alright, let’s take a look at your Top Four.
  Why did you vote for these four?
  What makes them good leaders?
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http://growcurriculum.org/ElementaryTeachingVideosV4
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REFLECTION | Influencer vs. Leader

  You probably all know who influencers are – they are usually the people who follow the trends 
and tell people what they think about it. They are called “influencers” because they can influence 
people’s decisions about something.

  For example, after you watch a YouTube video about a toy you’ve wanted, you might want it 
more, or it could change your mind to not wanting it anymore.

  What do you think is the difference between an influencer and a leader?
 # PRETEEN HACK: Ask a preteen to help write down a list of influencers and leaders 

(and their qualities) so that the group can visually see the differences in front of them.
  Let’s think about it in terms of today’s Bible story. Naomi was not an influencer. She did not tell 

Ruth to come with her to her hometown – in fact, she tried to influence Ruth and her sister-in-
law, Orpah, to go back to Moab!

  But Naomi showed that she truly cared about what was best for Ruth. And Naomi continued to 
love and trust God even though terrible things had happened in her life. Things like these made 
Ruth leave her home and follow Naomi. This is one of the things that made Naomi a leader 
worth following. And just like God did for Ruth, God gives us leaders we can follow!

SCRIPTURE | Lamentations 3:22-33

  INSTRUCTIONS: Assign a set of triplet verses to four volunteers to read aloud. Pause in between 
each set and ask the kids to point out some words that stood out to them from those verses, and 
write them on the board.

 # PRETEEN HACK: Ask one of your older students to be some of the readers and help 
write the words on the board.

  Let’s take a look at some of the words you pointed out. Do any of these words surprise you? 
Probably not. God hasn’t changed for Naomi, for Ruth, for the writer of Lamentations, or for all 
of us today. God is still faithful, gives us hope, shows us compassion, and is full of love.

  One thing that sets apart a great leader from the rest is they are very honest and real about their 
struggles. They don’t pretend they are perfect and have no problems. Rather, they trust and follow 
God no matter what. And we can follow in their footsteps, too! God gives us leaders to follow.

  INSTRUCTIONS: To add a personal point of view, tell a story about a struggle you have faced. 
Explain how it made you seek God like the writer in Lamentations.

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it?

ACTIVITY | Shoebox Floats

  What is a parade without a float! For our last day of, “Take the Lead,” we are going to get into 
groups of two or three and build a shoebox float. Each pair or group can choose any one of our 
Bible “grand marshals” we’ve been talking about – Deborah, Gideon, Samson, or Ruth – and 
imagine that they are going to be honored on that float!

  INSTRUCTIONS: Give each pair/group a shoebox and a bunch of different supplies (check your 
shopping list for suggestions). Afterward, tell them to put it on a table for display! Check out some 
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of these to give you an idea: example one, example two, example three. You might also want to 
play some music while they decorate!

 # PRETEEN HACK: For an added challenge, give groups a word or theme to incorporate 
into their design.

ACTIVITY | Parade Party!

  For the past few weeks, we have been preparing a dance number with a song called, “You Lead,” 
and today is the day to show us all what you’ve got!

  INSTRUCTIONS: Instruct everyone to stand in a circle with their groups, with the groups in order 
of their assigned parts. This stadium-style arrangement should allow everyone to see all the 
groups in the circle, but make sure they are spread out enough so there’s room to dance. Each 
group will perform their part in the song without stopping. You might want to practice a couple 
times or point to the group when their part is coming up. For added fun, tell the leaders to throw 
confetti during the performance!

 # SPECIAL NEEDS HACK: This can potentially be sensory overload for some kids. Let 
kids that might react adversely to this environment know ahead of time. Offer them a 
headset, a hat, a blanket, or anything that might calm them.

MEMORY VERSE | Cotton Candy Relay

  INSTRUCTIONS: Divide the group into two teams. Give each team a roll of tulle (pink and blue 
to represent cotton candy) and something they can wrap the tulle around (a straight mic stand 
would work well). Tie one end of the tulle to the stick and pass the rest of the roll to the first kid. 
When you say, “Go,” the first kid yells the first word of the memory verse, and wraps the tulle 
around the stand once, then passes it to the next kid. The second kid will yell the second word of 
the memory verse and wrap the tulle around, too. The first team to build their “cotton candy” and 
complete the verse wins!

 # PRETEEN HACK: Consider using a kid in place of the mic stand to wrap the tulle 
around for added humor!

PRAYER

  Dear God, thank you for giving us leaders we can follow, leaders who are kind and real who 
show us how to trust you and do the right thing. Help us to take the lead by imitating leaders 
who love you and care about us, instead of spending a lot of time being influenced by people 
who don’t help us grow. We know that when we follow the right people, we are actually following 
you! Amen.

SMALL GROUP TIME

DISCUSSION

  How was Ruth related to Naomi?
  Why did Naomi decide to return to her hometown?
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https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-gXD-wVsQeGU/URGK3_desOI/AAAAAAAADzw/ZS-AvmmYETo/s1600/mardi+gras+float+11.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/18/38/06/183806ee81cbc0c047ae3a351c50a571.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/62/d2/20/62d2207a0d0097d4eec1bf703575042e.jpg
https://youtu.be/UNVl0ySPzMU
https://amzn.to/3boM6kq
https://amzn.to/2KosSzr
https://amzn.to/3exB0f7
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  What did Ruth say when Naomi told her to go back to Moab?
  Read Lamentations 3:22-24. How does this verse remind you of Naomi’s actions? Of Ruth’s 

actions?
  Who are some of the people you trust the most when it comes to picking what to wear, eat, 

buy, watch, or listen to?
  How do you decide whose opinion matters most in your life?
  What are some things you do when you follow someone?

ACTIVITY | Leaders IRL (In Real Life)

  INSTRUCTIONS: Give each kid a Leaders IRL printable and tell them to fill it out with facts about 
a “real leader” in their life. Then, instruct them to draw a stick figure drawing of the person they 
chose.

  Now, let’s get real for a little bit. It’s great to have leaders from all sorts of places to look up to, 
but the most influential ones are going to be the ones who know us and care about us. Can you 
think of a leader you know in real life who follows God and can help you follow God, too?

MEMORY VERSE | Micah 6:8 (NIV)

  INSTRUCTIONS: Practice this month’s memory verse with the signs (a combination of SEE and 
ASL) we’ve provided.


